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Computing cross sections/scattering amplitudes in perturbation 
theory requires the computation of multi-loop/multi-leg 
Feynman integrals 

This is one of the main bottlenecks in making precise 
predictions for collider experiments (e.g. LHC)

Much progress made in recent decades, but still an open 
problem

Feynman integrals, a necessary evil



State-of-the-art technology
Analytic methods (direct integration, differential equations, …)  
 
Identify a space of known (special) functions, and fit Feynman 
integrals in it:

Pro: Efficient numerical routines
Cons: Not algorithmic  
 
 

Numerical methods (Sector decomposition, Loop-Tree duality, …)

Pro: Algorithmic 
Cons: Low precision, long evaluation time, numerical instabilities  
 

We need an algorithm for efficient 
numerical evaluations (this talk) 



Differential equations (DE)
By using integration-by-parts identities (IBPs) we can reduce (scalar) 
Feynman integrals to a basis of  “Master Integrals” (MIs) 

This implies that we can define a system of first order linear differential 
equations for the MIs, of the form

@F(✏, x)

@x
= A(✏, x)F(✏, x)

[Tkachov 1981][Chetyrkin, Tkachov 1981][Laporta 2000]

rational matrix

vector: each component is a MI

@I(✏, x)

@x
= ✏ M(x)I(✏, x)

Conjecture: all Feynman integrals admit a canonical basis such that
[Henn 2013]

Solution in terms of known functions is difficult in general 



This talk

By-pass the “functions” step, and land directly to a representation 
suited for (efficient) numerical evaluations 

Feynman  
integrals

Efficient  
numerical  
evaluation

Functions (?)

This talk: series 
solution of DEs



Series solutions in the literature

Single scale: series expansions have been mostly applied to single scale 
problems 

Several scales: series expansions have been performed with respect to 
one variable (parametrising special kinematic configurations)  
 

The coefficients of the series are special functions (still hard)  
 
 
 
 

In the multivariate case, it is desirable to have a systematic approach 
to obtain results in all points of the kinematic regions
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X

j12S
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special functions (!) 

small perturbation around a kinematic limit

small bottom mass: [Kudashkin, Melnikov, Tancredi, Wever 2017, 2018]
small Higgs p_T: [Bonciani, Degrassi, Giardino, Groeber 2018]

N3LO: [Anastasiou, Duhr, Dulat, Herzog, Mistlberger 2015][Mistlberger 2018]



key idea: reduce to one scale and expand

Differential equations along the contour given by:

�(t)

Fix two points and define a contour connecting them

One-dimensional problem: transport the solution by series expanding 
along the contour (done on-the-fly for every new point) 

[FM 2019]

known point, fixes boundary constants

new point, to be computed

Set of DEs (one for each Mandelstam):

d

dt
F(✏, t) = A(✏, t)F(✏, t) with

~sa

~sb

@F(✏,~s)

@sn
= A(✏,~s)F(✏,~s), n 2 {1, . . . , N}

A(✏, t) =
NX

n=1

An(✏,~s(t))
dsn(t)

dt

~s(t) = ~sa + (~sb � ~sa)t, t 2 [0, 1]



(local) series solution 
Canonical polylogarithmic case:

- series expand the DEs matrix around a point

Z
(t� tk)

i
2 log(t� tk)

jdt, i � �2, j � 0
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1X
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i
2 , tk � rk < t < tk + rk,

constant matrices

General case: series solution found by using the Frobenius method 
(note: Frobenius method only applies to single-scale DEs)

For a review see [Coddington 1955]

- solution is trivial: integrals always of the form

d

dt
I(t, ✏) = ✏A(t)I(t, ✏) I(i)(t) =
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solution: DEs:

constants



Patching the contour
Local series solution converges up to the closest singular point: need 
multiple series to patch the contour

Truncated series: to ensure fast convergence, radius set to half distance 
between the expansion point and closest singularity

t=0,  known boundary point

X XX
t=1,  target point

O

regular expansion pointsingular expansion point 

radius of the series 

contact point I(i)3 (t)I(i)2 (t)I(i)1 (t)I(i)0 (t)

I(i)(t) = I(i)0 (t) + I(i)1 (t) + I(i)2 (t) + I(i)3 (t), t 2 [0, 1]

The series depend on boundary constants fixed by using boundary point 
and continuity at the contact points.  
 
By setting each series to zero outside its radius:



Analytic continuation

Solution (around a physical threshold) always of the form

The analytic continuation of the series is straightforward:  
 
Assume expansion point corresponds to a physical threshold in the     channel

t ! t+ i sign(�n)�, � > 0

equivalent to: Feynman prescription: 

sn(t) = ↵n + �nt ! ↵n + �nt+ i�

finite set of non-integer numbers
need analytic continuation

I(i)k (t) =
X
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half-integer

sn



All planar integrals for 5 points 1 mass

Vector-boson + 2 jets production, very challenging, 6 physical scales !

Differential equations in d-log canonical form

86 MI’s
49 letters

75 MI’s
48 letters

74 MI’s
38 letters

Algebraic alphabet,  analytic solution out of reach (for the moment?)

Series solution is fully algorithmic. Results in all kinematic regions. 
Boundary conditions computed by requiring absence of spurious 
logarithmic singularities.

[Abreu, Ita, FM, Page, Tschernow, Zeng,  today]
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H+3 partons amplitude
6 integral (elliptic) families (with exact mass dependence)

[Bonciani, Del Duca, Frellesvig, Henn, Hidding, Maestri, FM, Salvatori, Smirnov 2016-2019]

QCD NNLO Higgs inclusive cross section and the NLO corrections 
H+Jet production (including bottom and top mass effects)  
 
All the required master integrals are now known !

See [Czakon, Niggetiedt, 2020] for the 3-loop form factor



Timing and precision 

- timing is order 1 second per integral with quadruple precision, on 1 cpu thread  
- timing and precision comparable to (generic) polylogarithmic results

Time per point per MI (up and including weight 4, one CPU thread)

SecDec FIESTA

MPLs [Papadopoulos, Tommasini, Wever, 2015]

Series

Series

Series

zzz zmz

mzz

A (elliptic)

mzz

time per point: 
averaged over ~10,000 
SHERPA Monte Carlo 
phase-space points for 
LO cross section



Conclusions and Outlook

We discussed a systematic method to compute  
multi-loop / multi-leg integrals based on series solutions  
of differential equations

The method is efficient, allows for high numerical precision in 
all kinematic regions, suitable for Monte Carlo integrations

We presented new results for several state-of-the-art integrals 
out of reach with analytic methods (for the moment ?)

We believe that this method will have a central role in the 
computation of several LHC observables


